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WHY ME?

SOFTWARE ENGINEER – FULL STACK
At YemekSepeti

Istanbul

YemekSepeti is a company of Delivery Hero. It is used as a food order infrastructure
all over Turkey. Banabi is a project of YemekSepeti. I am a member of Banabi’s
team which is an application that allows you to order your market needs by online.
We use the Agile methodology and I personally used angular, reactJs and .net core
as a full stack. My backend skills have improved more. I will use golang in my new
team with aws(serveless) services. We have advanced log and search infrastructure
(Solr-Elastic).

2018 - 2020

SOFTWARE ENGINEER – FULL STACK
At
– Sodyum
FULL STACK

SOFTWARE ENGINEER - BACKEND
At Alpata

I am a very social person. I like
playing piano, basketball and doing
any sports. I write articles on my
blog. I meet startup owners and
listen to their idea. I think it is a nice
hobby.

Eskisehir

It was a process in which I took part in different projects for two years and delivered
software solutions all over Turkey. Alpata has 20 employees. Alpata uses waterfall
methodology. What we use is .Net framework, crystal report, msSql, wpf, rfid
technology

HOBBIES

Istanbul

We managed a process that started with the demand collection system in the
software for our main customers Vodafone and Digiturk. A CRM software which we
can manage all processes from the incoming requests to sales and delivery to the
customer have built by our team from scratch. At the same time, we showed the
sales and other reports with graphics while doing these stuff. Sodyum which uses
agile methodology have 15 workers. What we used: .Net core, redis, msSql,
mongoDb, reactJs, mediatr, autoMapper, swagger, jwt, DDD, nodeJs.

2016 - 2018

I believe I am a good team member.
Learning new stuffs and research the
things that I don’t know is a passion
for me. I am calm under stress and I
am patient for solving the problem. I
always follow new technologies. I
improve
myself
every
year.
Sometimes, the solution is so simple.
You
must
have
a
different
perspective.

.

SKILLS
.Net Core
Golang
Orm: EntityFramwork, dapper
Angular
React Js

EDUCATION

MsSql and MySql
Mongo Db
2011 - 2016

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
At Fırat University

Solr - Elastic search
Fırat

It is the first state software engineering department in Turkey. I learned
the software engineering perspective there. I learned solving a problem,
data structures, algorithms, agile, math and more.

Redis
Aws EC2,DynamoDb
Docker
Git & Github Actions

2007 - 2011

HIGH SCHOOL
At Computer Vocational

Jenkings
Vocational

Ci/Cd

The high school was specialized for computer science. It prepared me
for the college.

LANGUAGES
English

CONTACTS
www.github.com/buraksecer
burakscr@gmail.com
+90 507 389 97 70
linkedin.com/in/buraksecer/
www.buraksecer.com

